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“  What counts in life is not 
the mere fact that we have lived. 

It is what difference we have 
made to the lives of others that 
will determine the Significance 

of the life we lead.

Nelson Mandela
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A Message 
from the 
Head of School
Just under five years ago, 
I pulled my car into the Lower 
School parking lot to begin my 
first day at TMS. I remember how 
nervous I was sitting in my car 
wondering what was ahead 
of me. The school looked very 
different then. I recently saw 
a photo taken of me from 
around that day  I had a lot less 
gray hair, I was certainly a few 
pounds lighter. Time has passed 
and things have changed. 
I arrived to a community who 
embraced me with kindness 
and generosity of spirit. You 
shared with me that you loved 
TMS but that you were ready 
and excited to embrace 
growth, growth to enhance 
the excellence that you knew 
already existed within the 
classrooms of TMS.

“  Before we begin
our next exciting 
chapter, I wanted 
to take time to reflect 
back to you some of 
the changes, growth 
and evolution as 
a school we have 
achieved over the last 
five years together.

David Young
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We are not by any means finished with our work as a school. We have 
lots we want to do and ways to grow, however, the last five years have 
seen our team at TMS put our efforts towards honouring that desire of our 
community – to grow our excellence.

This has been a journey that has required an immense amount of work by 
individuals throughout TMS and is one that has benefitted from incredible 
input and support from our TMS families – it has been a genuine 
community effort.

Our current strategic plan Significance is now coming to an end. Before 
we begin our next exciting chapter, I wanted to take time to reflect back 
to you some of the changes, growth and evolution as a school we have 
achieved over the last five years together. 

We will start the next chapter energized by reflecting, acknowledging 
and celebrating that work. Then, it will be time for my team and me to 
listen once again to what our community is telling us and, with humble 
confidence, boldly step forward towards that vision. After looking back 
and seeing all we have done over the last five years, can you imagine 
what we will achieve together over the next five years?

So watch this space. There is a lot more to come!

Yours,

David Young 
Head of School 
TMS 
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KNOWING
Embedding I Am Known 
as a central tenet of 
TMS that is evident 
in how we embrace 
new families, gently 
nudge and guide our 
students and drive new 
and fresh approaches 
to teaching.

Exploring ways to 
transform student work 
from concept to reality.

Creating an IT pathway 
that can grow and 
branch into curricular, 
co-curricular and 
work-placement 
opportunities.

BUILDING
In parallel with our 
strategic plan, we 
are moving forward 
with our Campus 
Development Plan 
and Capital Campaign 
to further develop 
places and spaces in 
which our Community 
can learn, socialize, 
perform and share.

GROWING
Growing a loyal Alumni 
who come back to share 
their stories and talents 
with each other and 
our students 

Actively engaging 
our parents who 
are invested in TMS 

Designing a narrative, 
images and messaging 
that delight our own 
community and attract 
new families 

Developing strategically-
considered partnerships 
within the extended 
community that allow for 
the work of our students 
to be enhanced.

2015 - 2020 Strategic Goals:
The following are the commitments TMS made as part of our strategic plan in 2015.
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What does 5 years of

SIGNIFICANCE
look like at TMS?

22%
 

Increase in student enrolment 
(Grades 1-12)

154%
 

average year-over-year increase 
in visitors to TMS Website 

Winner of:

2019 ‘School of Character’ Award from 
Character Community York Region 

2019 AMCP Marcom Gold Award

2019 ISAP Mary Birt Award for Mentorship

2020 Richmond Hill Board of Trade 
Large Business of the Year award 

Completed 
Phase 1 ‘Building Our Significance’ 
Capital Campaign and Campus  
Build at Lower School

700%
  

increase in TMS Volunteers 
over the last 5 years

450+
 

Alumni connected to TMS

Strategic Partnerships in: 
arts, athletics, philanthropy, business,  

and post-secondary education

100%
  

university attendance by TMS graduates

308%
 

increase in Annual Giving 
donors at TMS since 2015

Consistently ranking above  
international IB results each year



Knowing our Significance
Over the past 5 years, TMS has worked hard to ensure that above all 
else, our students can say I Am Known at TMS  Being known gives our 
students a foundation from which to grow, to be ambitious and bold, 
taking strength from that foundation. Across our School, we have seen 
a range of programs and activities to know our students well. At our 
Upper School this includes welcoming a full-time guidance counselor, 
introducing the four House system, US advisors, and the Ambassador 
program. At our Lower School, this been experienced through our 
Ambassador program, our Student Council and our Elementary Expos. 

It is hard to quantify being known. To measure success, we can only 
ask the question to those who this goal truly impacts – our students!

Here’s what a few of them had to say…
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I just started at TMS this year, 
but already feel known. 
My teachers know that I am 
a competitive fencer outside 
of school, and offered to 
help me with my schedule 
to make sure I can excel at 
both school and my outside 
interests. We’ve also talked 
about how I can use fencing 
as part of my university 
application in the future.

Alex, TMS Upper School

At TMS I feel that I am known for my strong love of learning, my 
friendly demeanor and quiet confidence when I show prospective 
parents proudly around my school. My teachers and friends know 
me for my love of music and my participation in Band, my ability to 
speak French and participate in Concours and my kind and helpful 
manner with the younger students in the classroom.

Kaitlyn, TMS Lower School

At TMS I feel that I am known 
for my love of sports and my 
athletic ability. People around 
the school know me for my 
curly hair and my friendly 
attitude. My teachers and 
friends know me for my sense 
of humour and my eager 
attitude to always help my 
classmates and teachers 
even when I am not asked.

Raphael, TMS Lower School
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Academics at TMS
Our students do good things – special and 
Significant things. They are bold, courageous 
and authentically themselves. They thrive in 
Academics at all levels of the school because 
of the complementary design of Montessori 
and IB programmes that frame the TMS 
student journey. 

The academic work of our students is 
incredible. Our Children’s House students 
regularly surpass provincial expectations in 
language and math (often meeting many 
provincial standards for Grades 1 and 2). Our 
Elementary students demonstrate their use of 
inquiry to generate informed questions about 
their environment. Our Upper School students 
consistently rank above international IB scores 
(across all evaluation criteria) with 100% 
attending university after graduation 
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WHERE ARE TMS  
GRADS GOING?

Over the past 5 years, TMS Graduates have received 
offers from leading universities around the world 

For a full list of University Acceptances, visit our website at: www.tmsschool.ca

Scholarships and Awards 
Earned by TMS Grads 2015-2020

Queen’s University Chancellor’s Award

 Schulich Leader Scholarship (x2)

 University of Toronto’s President’s 
Scholars of Excellence Program

 NCAA Division 1 Scholarship (x2)

McGill Major Entrance Scholarship

Western President’s Scholarship



Growing our Significance
At TMS, we believe in the power and possibility of an engaged 
community. In our TMS Strategic Direction, one of our key areas of focus 
is Growing our Significance which we define as growing and enriching 
the fullness of the TMS community. We desire to actively engage our 
parents who are invested in TMS. The most effective way to do this is to 
build relationships across all parts of the School Community to enhance 
the learning experience and outcomes of our students while at TMS and 
beyond. For the past five years, TMS has placed a significant emphasis on 
growing our community. This has been a big focus as we seek to build a 
community of parents, students, alumni, staff and faculty that understands 
the power of working together. We are interested in developing a Culture 
of Giving which focuses on Time, Talent and Treasure.

TIME is a 
way to define 
and celebrate 

meaningful 
volunteer 

opportunities.

TALENT refers 
to opportunities 
where parents 
lend us their 
expertise.

TREASURE, 
of course, 

refers to financial 
donations 

to TMS.

Culture 
of Giving
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“  We hope our 
gifts continue to create  
a positive and safe space 
in which our children and 
others continue to thrive.

TMS Donor

101%
Increase in Capital 

Campaign Donations 
from “Learning for 

Life” to “Building Our 
Significance - Phase 1
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51 Donors 208 Donors

308%

477%

20192015

Donor
Increase

Donation
Increase

ANNUAL GIVING

Parent Engagement
Over the past five years, we have seen an increase in both the number 
of parents volunteering and the nature of those volunteer opportunities.

We have seen an increase of over 700% in TMS parents and grandparents 
volunteering at both campuses over the past 5 years. 

In addition to parents volunteering as Parent Ambassadors or for events 
such as Pizza Lunch and chairing Galas, we have seen parents happily 
step into volunteer opportunities including: 

Mentors at our annual Alumni Speed Mentoring Event
Speakers for Career Day and Career Conversations
Chairing new events like our annual TMS Marketplace

We have also seen 
a significant increase 
in giving, especially 
to Annual Giving:
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Alumni Engagement
We have placed an emphasis on connecting and reconnecting with our 
alumni who we define as any former student who has experienced TMS 
in any way, whether for one grade or for 16 years. 

Over the past few years, we 
have seen an increase in alumni 
connections with over 150 alumni 
returning to visit  

We have reconnected with 
over 450 alumni through word 
of mouth, social media, email 
and our new Alumni Network 
platform.

We have created alumni-specific 
events including our Annual 
TMS Speed Mentoring which 
brings together alumni, parents, 
students and community partners 
with the intent of creating 
connections and building 
a network of support.

We have held Career Days 
to bring together alumni and 
parents to share career advice 
with our Upper School students.

We have held an Alumni Reunion 
Week at the Upper School 
during the university reading 
week to bring alumni back 
for opportunities for athletics, 
learning, and socializing.

A new platform to support our 
alumni - TMS Alumni Network 
- was recently launched to 
offer mentoring, internship and 
employment opportunities as 
well as a directory for alumni 
This platform also gives TMS the 
ability to connect with alumni 
about speaking and mentoring 
opportunities.
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Strategic Partnerships
TMS values the creation of strategic partnerships for 
the benefit of our students’ learning. To this end, we 
have actively sought out opportunities to develop 
unique programs that align with the values of TMS 

as well as our four pillars and three mindsets.

Some of our exciting partnerships include:

The TMS Schulich Innovation & Entrepreneurial 
Experience to develop an entrepreneurial 
thinking mindset in our Grade 9 and 10 
students 

The 360ºkids Experience in which our Upper 
Elementary students learn about the root 
causes of homelessness and assume the 
role of social entrepreneurs while raising 
funds for 360kids.

Elite Basketball which provides basketball 
coaching and mentoring to our students.

A sponsorship with the Richmond Hill Centre 
for the Performing Arts where we support 
local arts.

A sponsorship with York 9 FC, a professional 
soccer team that affords fun and hands-on 
internship and learning opportunities for our 
students 

An annual International Exchange Program with 
Cokethorpe School (UK) for student leadership.

WHAT OUR
PARTNERS

SAY...
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Encouraging our next generation to be 
more entrepreneurial and innovative 
as well as being well educated and 
thoughtful is a challenge TMS has 
succeeded in tackling. In our work 
with them we have found the TMS 
team absolutely outstanding in their 
thinking, organization, commitment 
and care. They are simply one of the 
best partners we at SEEC at Schulich 
School of Business and York University 
work with. They are a joy!

Alan C. Middleton, PhD., Executive 
Director, Schulich Executive Education 
Centre (SEEC) and Distinguished Adjunct 
Professor of Marketing, Schulich School 
of Business, York University

At Innovation York partnerships 
are key to developing dynamic 
entrepreneurial programming. 
Over the course of the last year our 
partnership with TMS has been an 
amazing success. We’ve been able 
to not only create a really impactful 
program, but also had the privilege 
of working with some truly high caliber, 
passionate students. I can’t wait to see 
how our partnership grows.

Sarah Howe, Assistant Vice President, 
Innovation and Research Partnerships
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The partnership with TMS and 360°kids has created much 
needed awareness of the issues of youth homelessness not 
just in the TMS community but with other school communities 
throughout York Region. This brilliant idea of engaging the 
next generation of leaders on issues of social justice and 
equity that began in this one school has expanded to now 7 
schools throughout the Region. We are grateful for the support 
and dedication of the teaching staff at TMS that has made this 
event successful in so many ways, year after year.

Clovis Grant, CEO, 360°kids

Over the past 3 years, 360°kids has been working with TMS 
to develop the 360° In School Experience. Today, it is an 
innovative experiential learning campaign that raises awareness 
around youth homelessness and teaches the students about 
compassion, courage and empathy to their local community. 
I am honoured to be leading the campaign with the school 
community and especially working with the dynamic students 
who participate and will be our future leaders one day.

Brittney Chalk, 360° In School Experience Coordinator

WHAT OUR
PARTNERS

SAY...
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Shared values are the cornerstone of lasting and 
meaningful partnerships. TMS and the RHCPA have 
always shared a vision of the role of the Arts in education 
and the community. Together, we have created a more 
vibrant artistic venue, capable of bringing joy and 
unity to the diverse cultures of Richmond Hill. The RHCPA 
is grateful for the support that we receive from TMS and we look 
forward to continuing to develop our relationship through our common 
commitment to the Arts.

Eli Lukawitz, Marketing and Sponsorship Coordinator, RHCPA

TMS signed on as a founding partner of York9 FC in 2019. 
We appreciated the opportunity to work with this leading independent 
school that shares many of the same values as our Club. We have 
been able to co-design a partnership that includes unique student 
learning and engagement opportunities both on and off the field. 
The collaboration with TMS has helped us grow our reach and build 
our reputation – both of which have had huge value in helping York9 
make a successful launch into a competitive sports market.

Ben Zayandehroudi, VP Corporate Partnerships and Ticketing, York9 FC
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TMS IT Growth
TMS has experienced a mini technology transformation over the past 

five years in our classrooms, our communications and program offerings. 

Here are some highlights:

Integrated classrooms at our 
Lower School together with 

digital classroom pages.

The Technology curriculum 
at the Lower School now 

includes the following four 
units: Multimedia, Coding, 

Robotics, Digital Citizenship.

A MAC-enabled 
Upper School.

Clubs at both campuses 
that allow students to 

experience robotics, flying 
drones, creating visual 

media, and learning about 
3-D design and printing.

A focus on digital 
communications to current 
and prospective parents.

Online experience for TMS’ 
enrolment and re-enrolment.

Curricular extensions include 
multimedia aspects of 

assignments in other subjects.

Co-curricular extensions 
include the Media Creation 

Team, and the Lego 
Robotics Team.

TMS is keenly exploring work 
placement opportunities 
in benefit of our students. 

These could include design, 
3D design, robotics, 
as well as the softer 

21C skills: Communication, 
Collaboration, Critical 

Thinking, and Creativity.
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Did you know...
Between 2018 and 
2019, the number 

of external inquiries 
to TMS doubled, 

a growth of:

126%

Between 2018 and 
2019, the number of 
prospective families 

visiting both TMS 
campuses grew by:

111%
22



Enrolment and Retention
(Grades 1-12)

Over the past 5 years, TMS has seen incredible growth in interest, 
applications, and retention at our School. TMS is becoming KNOWN 

in the Community as a leading independent school of choice. 

Upper School

Upper Elementary

Lower Elementary

Upper School

Upper Elementary

Lower Elementary

Retention 2015 2019

Enrolment 2015 2019

199
241

107
143

156
166

77%
88%

76%
89%

72%
85%
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26.5%

33.95%

13% Industry Benchmark

0.18% Industry Benchmark

Avgerage
Engagement

Followers

40%

1.69%

15% Industry Benchmark

0.59% Industry Benchmark

Avgerage
Engagement

58%

18.46%

44% Industry Benchmark

2.77% Industry Benchmark

Avgerage
Engagement

385%

9.07%
0.54% Industry Benchmark

Avgerage
Engagement

SOCIAL MEDIA
GROWTH AT TMS

FollowersFollowers

FollowersFollowers
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Marketing and Communications
TMS has made Significant strides over the last 5 years to build a more 
robust and sophisticated marketing and communications program. As part 
of our strategic plan, the School has honed our narrative and messaging 
to encourage outreach from external families with a ‘Get To Know Us’ 
call to action, while also telling the day-to-day story of our School and 
our students to our current families, across all forms of media. We are 
incredibly proud of the strides we have made in producing creative, 
quality work, including: print literature, digital/social media, video content, 
and advertising. In 2019, our work in web-video was recognized with an 
international marketing award, presented by the Association of Marketing 
and Communication Professionals (AMCP). 

As a result of this work, we have seen incredible growth across our 
digital platforms, in both reach and engagement (well exceeding 
industry standards in many cases). This impressive growth speaks to the 
reputation of TMS within the larger community and the Independent 
School landscape. We are recognized by families around the world 
as an established, elite academic institution.

44,824

368%

209,916

57.8%

331,173

36.2%

451,027

2016 2017 2018 2019

WEB VIEWS
Year over year increases

Average increase in
page views per year

154%
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Building our Significance
TMS aspires to create, through intentional 
planning, two beautifully designed campuses 
with facilities that responsibly animate the 
best learning of our students and entrench 
and enhance a community that is proud, loyal 
and committed to TMS. It is a unified vision that 
clearly tells the next chapter of our story and 
captures our values and philosophy. 

TMS launched the first phase of the Building 
our Significance Capital Campaign in 2017 
in support of a Campus Development Plan to 
beautifully enhance both campuses. Capital 
Campaigns are special appeals to raise large 
donations to support long term improvements. 

Support for Phase 1 of the Building our 
Significance Capital Campaign from the school 
community has been tremendous. Donations to 
the Capital Campaign have increased by 105% 
when compared with the previous Learning for 
Life Capital Campaign which concluded in 
2014. The number of Majors donors to Building 
our Significance, who made pledges to the 
Capital Campaign at the $25,000 and above 
level rose by 123%. The generous support of our 
school families ensured that TMS reached our 
financial goal for Phase 1 and proudly opened 
the doors to our new spaces in January 2020.
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At our Lower School, we created four 
new spaces: Gym, Entrance, Atrium 
and Grove. These new spaces are ones 
in which our students will try something 
new, meet friends, gain independence, 
increase their confidence and, in 
short, thrive. With the building of a new Gym, the original gym will be 
redesigned as a Performance Space in which to hold plays, presentations 
and assemblies.

In 2020, at our Upper School, we will soon be starting the work on our 
Dining Hall and the addition of two more classrooms. This also gives us the 
opportunity to re-imagine the current Student Commons as a collaborative 
learning and social space for our students.

Space matters. Great spaces create energy, a positive dynamic, 
and opportunities for inclusion. Our campus development plans are more 
than a series of buildings and will allow us to genuinely establish TMS as a 
leading independent school.

Before Grade 7, I had never 
participated in any type of 
sports. But when I started 
at the Upper School, I took 
part in a curling workshop 
and my advisor noticed my 
interest and encouraged 
me to try out for the TMS 
Curling Team. They knew 
me enough to know it was 
something I would really 
like. I tried out, and have 
played the sport ever since.

Matthew, TMS Upper School
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What’s to Come
Over the past five years, TMS has experienced significant growth in all parts of 
the school - in student numbers, campus size, parent and alumni engagement, 
and in the development of new programs and partnerships. We truly feel that 

we have succeeded in Knowing, Growing and Building our Significance.

The next five years will certainly afford 
a number of new opportunities for TMS 
as a school and community within the 
larger community. We are and will 
continue to be influenced by external 
trends, activities and ideas.

Building on the strategic work over 
the past five years, we will shortly be 
mapping out the next chapter of TMS. 
Within that work, we are interested 
in the concepts of environmental 
sustainability and wellness.

As we continue to grow our reputation, 
we will be seeking out ways to build our 
brand and clearly communicate our 
unique value proposition.

We are also committed to creating 
and co-developing unique programs 
that are of benefit to our students and 
School Community.

For the past year, we have been 
exploring three mindsets which we 
want to cultivate in each TMS student: 
the mindsets of entrepreneurial 
thinking, resilience and positivity. 
These three concepts are becoming 
interwoven into classrooms, projects, 
partnerships and programs. Over our 
next chapter, we commit to further 
integrating these mindsets into all 
we do 

TMS will also continue to focus on 
building beautiful spaces for our 
students at both campuses. Space 
matters and this work will provide 
inspiring environments in which our 
students will do their best work.

We are excited about what is to 
come and invite you to join us as we 
continue to establish TMS as a leading 
independent school where every 
student can say I Am Known and 
aspire to Significance in all they do 

“  The teachers at TMS really care that I do well and that I am happy.
Nancy, TMS Lower School Student
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“  Believing in the Montessori philosophy and approach
to education, we enrolled our two daughters at TMS, more than 
15 years ago. Over that time, we’ve remained impressed with 
the outstanding dedication and professionalism of the teachers 
and administrators at TMS. We’ve watched our daughters blossom 
into independent thinkers and lifelong learners. There is no doubt, 
that given the chance, we would do it all again.
Drs. David & Michele Dancey



www.tmsschool.ca

LOWER SCHOOL
8569 Bayview Avenue,

Richmond Hill, ON L4B 3M7
Tel: (905) 889 6882
Fax: (905) 886 6516

UPPER SCHOOL
500 Elgin Mills Rd  E,

Richmond Hill, ON L4C 5G1
Tel: (905) 780 1002
Fax: (905) 780 8981
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